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Hi everyone. My name is Anthony Phan and I am a Project Analyst for the Horticulture Innovation Lab leading our DryCard Entrepreneur Program. 



1) Identify suitable businesses or entrepreneurs for DryCard/Dry Chain

2) Review business plan for DryCard manufacturing and sales 

3) If approved, establish agreement for production, reporting, and support

4) Send necessary resources including starter pack of materials (10,000 DryCards)

5) Begin in-country production and sales 

We are looking to add more DryCard entrepreneurs!

Setting up 
DryCard

Entrepreneurs 
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To make the DryCard more well-known and widely available, the Horticulture Innovation Lab is working with businesses and entrepreneurs to set up in-country manufacturing, marketing and sales of the DryCard. DryCards can be made using locally available equipment and materials for 15 cents per card and can be sold for $1 to $1.50. This offers a great business opportunity while still maintaining an appropriate price for smallholders.  To become a DryCard entrepreneur, we first request a business plan that details plans for DryCard production and sales. If the plan is approved by our team, an agreement between the company and the Horticulture Innovation Lab is established to set guidelines for manufacturing, reporting, and technical support. The Horticulture Innovation Lab then provides the necessary resources needed to begin production including a starter package of materials (which is enough to produce 10,000 DryCards). Once that package is received, entrepreneurs can begin manufacturing and marketing the DryCard in their country. 






DryCard Distribution Network 

• Set up DryCard manufacturing, marketing and sales in 10 countries
• 22,000+ DryCards sold (30,000+ distributed) 
• Entrepreneurs incorporate related postharvest technologies into their 

business

Email Anthony Phan 
(aynphan@ucdavis.edu) 
for contact information 
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Since August 2017, we have set up DryCard entrepreneurs in 10 countries. Some of the businesses we have partnered with are social enterprises, consulting companies, and ag input suppliers. To-date these entrepreneurs have sold over 22,000 DryCards and have expanded their business to include other postharvest technologies such as PICS Bags and aflatoxin test strips.If you or others in your network are interested in working with the DryCard, please contact me. Thank you!
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